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Summary

Fog computing is used as a popular extension of cloud computing for a variety of emerging appli-

cations. To incorporate various design choices and customized policies in fog computing paradigm,

Microservices is proposed as a new software architecture, which is easy to modify and quick to

deploy fog applications because of its significant features, ie, fine granularity and loose coupling.

Unfortunately, the Microservices architecture is vulnerable due to its wildly distributed interfaces

that are easily attacked. However, the industry has not been fully aware of its security issues. In

this paper, a survey of different security risks that pose a threat to the Microservices-based fog

applications is presented. Because a fog application based on Microservices architecture consists

of numerous services and communication among services is frequent, we focus on the security

issues that arise in services communication of Microservices in four aspects: containers, data, per-

mission, and network. Containers are often used as the deployment and operational environment

for Microservices. Data is communicated among services and is vital for every enterprise. Per-

mission is the guarantee of services security. Network security is the foundation for secure com-

munication. Finally, we propose an ideal solution for security issues in services communication of

Microservices-based fog applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Fog computing is an emerging programming paradigm to resolve latency, bandwidth saturation, mobility support, and location awareness issues

in cloud computing.1-3 Microservices is a latest service-oriented software architecture that contains a number of small independently services.

The concept of Microservices arises from the industrial practice to divide large monolithic applications into smaller synergetic services to be more

maintainable, scalable, and testable to suit for fog environments.4,5 Since the architectural goals of both microservices and fog computing are very

similar, the development and deployment of fog applications using Microservices architecture are getting increasingly popular.6-9 Although there

are some advantages in the development and deployment of Microservices architecture, the security is always important to the IT community and

is the first consideration of customers.10 We start off by identifying the taxonomy of security issues in Microservices. As shown in Figure 1, we list

several security issues11 of Microservices that fog computing developers should take care of. But instead of taking into account all the problems, in

this paper, we focus on the services communication and analyze security vulnerabilities related to the services communication. Specifically, we want

to talk about the security issues in four aspects: containers, data, permission, and network.

First, the presence of containers provides a perfect environment for Microservices.12 The usage of containers to wrap or containerize distributed

Microservices has a few advantages. For example, containers remove dependencies on the underlying infrastructure services, which reduce the

complexity of dealing with different platforms. Therefore, Microservices architecture could make use of containers (Docker Containers*) to test and

deploy single services in separate containers across available network of computers and other computing devices. Moreover, containers can provide

*In this paper, we use containers as a short term for Docker Containers.
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FIGURE 1 A taxonomy of security issues of Microservices

standardized building and continuous integration and delivery. In a nutshell, the existence of the containers is highly relevant to the development of

Microservices. They bind together and form an ecosystem. But when the containers has security problems, it will inevitably cause a serious impact

on the Microservices. Therefore, we focus on how to ensure the safety of the containers. Since we often compare containers with virtual machine,

we would like to discuss and compare the security performance of containers and virtual machines.

Second, Microservices architecture has a characteristic of fine granularity so that a large software system based on Microservices usually contains

a great number of services. These services may be developed by different technical teams using different technologies, and their data would also be

stored in different databases, which introduces more attacked surfaces in Microservices architecture. In addition, when Microservices is deployed

in the cloud environment, it would also introduce data security issues that the private information of cloud users may be affected or misused. While

the cloud offers some advantages, until some of the risks become better understood, quite a few users would be tempted to hold back. According to

a recent IDCI survey, 74% of IT executives and CIO's cited security as the top challenge preventing their adoption of the cloud services model.13 Not

only is there a risk of information being intercepted, but competitors are also likely to infer business operations from the message flow. Overall, since

Microservices is also closely related to the cloud environment, it is necessary to look into the tamper-proof issues of data sources, the authenticity

detection, and the protection of the transmitted data in the Microservices architecture.

Third, trust is an important dimension of safety so that we shall consider the permission issues in Microservices. On the one hand, Microservices

architecture should verify the authenticity of every service. When a single service is controlled by an attacker, the service may maliciously influence

other services. For instance, a malicious service would take up most of the resources to decrease the performance of other services, or interfere

with the network, which would make a serious disturbance to the software system using Microservices architecture. On the other hand, when a

service receives a message, it needs to find out whether the message is spurious and whether the source service has valid authority. In addition, a

Microservice may require authorization to access users' resources and exchange data with third-party services. Then, we need a method to secure

the important privacy information, such as a user password. OAuth14 is a standard that does not require user's account information (such as user

password) for the authorization of a third-party application, but its suitability for Microservices needs to be analyzed thoroughly. In general, we shall

consider the authentication and authorization issues when services communicate with each other in Microservices architecture.

Finally, the network issues should be considered because only with the secure network, secure communication among the Microservices can be

guaranteed. Software Defined Network (SDN)15 is commonly used with Microservices, which could separate network control from the underlying

physical network to effectively get rid of the limitation on the network hardware imposed by the equipment manufacturer. In this way, enterprises

can modify the network architecture in a similar fashion as software installation and upgrade to cater for the enterprise's adjustment, expansion,

or upgrading of the entire software architecture. Due to the flexibility of SDN, SDN is often used to monitor network flow inside Microservices

architecture. However, inevitably, Microservices faces some potential safety hazard of SDN. Especially when the network becomes more complex
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and communication is more frequent because of the large quantity Microservices, we need a thorough security analysis of the network issues in

Microservices architecture.

This paper will describe the various security issues that may occur during the services communication of Microservices. The remainder of this

paper is organized as follows. Section 2 has a brief outline of Microservices architecture and its usage. Section 3 describes the research methodology

we adopted for the survey. Section 4 describes the security issues of containers. Section 5 describes the security issues of data in Microservices.

Section 6 describes the security issues of Authorization and Authentication in Microservices. Section 7 describes the security issues of network in

Microservices. Section 8 presents an ideal solution. Section 9 provides conclusions and future works derived out of this survey.

2 MICROSERVICES ARCHITECTURE

Microservices is a relatively new software architecture that its research is still limited in both industry and academia domain. In this section, we

introduce the definition and the usage of Microservices architecture.

2.1 Definition of Microservices

The Microservices architecture is an approach to develop a single application as a suite of small services, each running in its own process and com-

municating with each other by lightweight mechanisms (eg, REST API or SOAP protocol16). These services are built around business capabilities and

independently deployed by fully automated deployment tools (eg, Jenkins17).

Microservices extends the notion of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA).18 In other words, the difference between Microservices and SOA is

that Microservices is more decentralized and distributed. Microservices distributes all the logic (routing, message parsing) into smart endpoints and

adopts lightweight API gateway for managing services instead of using heavier and more sophisticated Enterprise Service Bus.19

Fine granularity and loose coupling are two significant features in Microservices. Fine granularity means that there is a bare minimum of cen-

tralized management of these services, which may be developed by different program languages and with minimum development resources.20,21

However, not all services in a Microservices architecture are necessarily micro. Microservices will become as big as it needs to be to provide

coherent, efficient, and reliable functions. Loose coupling means that each of Microservices components has less dependencies on other separate

components, which makes the deployment and development of Microservices more independent.

There are many studies describing the advantages of Microservices architecture over traditional monolithic architecture.22 For example, Vil-

lamizar et al presented a cost comparison that an enterprise application was developed and deployed in the cloud using a monolithic approach

and a Microservices architecture, respectively.23,24 It validates that the provider may reduce infrastructure costs by 17% using Microservices

architecture. Figure 2 shows both the monolithic system architecture and Microservices system architecture.

FIGURE 2 The monolithic system architecture and Microservices system architecture
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Furthermore, the maintenance and test of software system could be quite convenient because of the fine granularity and loose coupling in

Microservices, which shorten software product delivery cycles. Companies have recognized that there is a strong commercial advantage to provide

new features to customers ahead of their competitors.18 These features make Microservices more adopted and popular in the industry.

2.2 Usage of Microservices

Microservices architecture has been widely used in many industrial practices. For example, the architecture is gaining popularity in the field of Inter-

net of Things (IoT).25 With the continuous development and evolvement of IoT, traditional monolithic architecture applications become much larger

in scale and even more complex in structure. In 2015, Krylovskiy et al applied the Microservices architectural to build a smart city IoT platform,26

which is used for a variety of applications involving different stakeholders to increase the energy efficiency of a city at the district level. In the next

year, Bao et al also proposed a decentralized Microservices architecture based on a message-oriented middleware for IoT in the domain of smart

building.27 Since fog computing paradigm enables a wide range of benefits, including but not limited to reduced latency and increased bandwidth,

the implementation of fog paradigm using Microservices architecture is a suitable solution for many IoT services.28

In the other domains, Microservices is usually used to improve system flexibility and deal with complex requirements. For instance,

Zimmermann et al29 proposed an architecture based on Microservices to extend enterprise architecture to cater for flexible and adaptive digiti-

zation of new products and services. In another case, Bak et al30 presented three novel Microservices, namely, contextual triggering, visualization,

and anomaly detection and root cause analysis, which can substantially accelerate the development and evolvement of location and context-based

applications. Moreover, Gadea et al introduced an architecture implemented by a collaborative rich-text editor that makes use of Microservices

to enable and enhance its scalable co-editing functionality.31 The architecture also shows how Microservices makes it possible for multiple users

to co-edit a document where images containing faces are added and recognized as part of the document content. In addition, Malavalli and

Sathappan16 proposed a Microservices architecture to implement Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) Profiles in the middleware layer of a

management console.

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this section, we study the existing research efforts that contribute to the research topics on Microservices security. We conducted a structured

literature review following the guidelines outlined in other works.32,33,34 As a result, our literature review process consists of three main phases:

literature search and collection, literature selection, and literature analysis and evaluation. To put effort into limited resources, instead of conducting

a truly exhaustive literature review across various domains, we aim to focus our research work closely related on the topic of Microservices security

in the process of service communication. The research questions and the motivations are outlined in Table 1.

3.1 Literature search and collection

Before conducting a structured literature search, it is necessary to define a research scope and provide the conceptualization of the topic. Hence,

the topic of concern is about Microservices. The terms microservice, microservices, micro service, micro services, micro-service, and micro-services

were searched in articles published in journals, conferences, books, and workshops. The research was restricted to articles published between

2010 and 2017, as there was no consensus on the term Microservices architecture in the field prior to that date. We chose two popular scholarly

databases, Scopus and Web of Science, for the literature search, since both databases are well-known sources for citations.

Next, the search results in the two databases were manually combined by removing the duplicates between the search results. At the end, we

obtained a total of 262 studies about Microservices from our literature search.

TABLE 1 Research questions

Research Question Motivation

What are the main practical motivations behind The aim is to get insight into what are the main

using Microservices? reasons for organizations architect to adopt a

Microservices style.

What are the security challenges that Microservices The aim is to explore all the published studies

based fog applications face? that were relevant to Microservices security issues.

What are the existing methods and techniques The aim is to identify and compare existing methods

to enable secure development and operation and techniques that guarantee Microservices

in Microservices architecture? architecture security.

What should be the future research agenda? The aim is to identify future directions and look

for future solution foundations.
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3.2 Literature selection

In this phase, we performed a careful literature selection among the overall 262 studies retrieved from the previous phase. Our literature selection

was carried out in three sequential steps.

First, we removed papers that are obviously irrelevant, as informed by their titles. We were cautious about excluding a paper in this step. A paper

would not be removed unless the title indicates that it is well beyond the context of the topic related to Microservices security.

Next, we conducted selection based on the topic of each paper. In this step, we searched for papers containing the relevant keywords, such as

containers, security, privacy, network, authentication, and authorization. Then, the abstract of a paper was studied and sometimes the content was

also reviewed to gain a better understanding about the topic of the paper.

Finally, we performed a paper quality screening. If a paper does not have a clear contribution or suffers from an unclear solution to the research

questions raised in the paper, we do not consider it qualified for review and evaluation in the next phase. A number of papers were found, which

suffer from quality issues, and were removed.

After applying the exclusion and inclusion criteria, a total of 66 articles were collected in this study.

3.3 Literature analysis and evaluation

In this phase, we aim to roughly classify the selected papers based on the steps during the communication among Microservices. Once papers were

selected, a qualitative assessment was conducted to create an outline model for the whole research work. This helps to abstract various possible

dimensions for characterization and categorization. As a result, we classify the papers into four categories: containers security issues, data secu-

rity issues, permission security issues, and network security issues. These four aspects are all involved in the process of service communication in

Microservices architecture.

4 SECURITY ISSUES OF CONTAINERS

The usage of containers in the cloud makes Microservices development and deployment more agile. However, using the same kernel as the host

of different containers could make it possible for attackers to gain unauthorized access to a container when users are not aware. Except kernel

exploit, there are several other potential issues of containers: Denial of Service attacks, Escapes from a containers, Poisoned images, and Secret

compromise.35 Thus, securing a containers is necessary to prevent security attacks on Microservices.

In this section, we first analyze and evaluate the effect of containers isolation first, which provides fundamental security protection. Then, we

list containers vulnerability and analyze current solutions from the selected papers. Finally, we compare containers with VMs in terms of security

performance.

4.1 Resource isolation

The isolation of the containers is the most critical point for containers security.36 There are three important aspects to assess the containers security:

the built-in native defense of the kernel OS, its prop up features plus namespace, and cgroup.37-39 Namespace and cgroup are two Linux features

that containers adopts to safely create virtual environment. Containers can be helpful for Microservices security by applying the techniques of

namespace to isolate resources, such as users, processes, networks, and devices. Namespace creates barriers among containers at various levels

and provides the first level of security through containers isolation, which prevents containers from connecting to another. Currently, containers

use six namespaces to provide each container with a private view of the underlying host system: PID, Mount, UTS (UNIX Timesharing System), IPC

(Inter Process Communication), Network, and User. Each of them works on specific types of system resources, such as process isolation, filesystem

isolation, device isolation, IPC isolation, and network isolation.

For process isolation, compromised containers would only be allowed limited access to process management interfaces to impact other contain-

ers. This could be realized by applying the hierarchical features of PID namespace,40 where processes can only observe those in its own namespace

or its children namespaces. In addition, the child namespace cannot see anything in the parent PID namespace. The processes in the different con-

tainers belong to different namespaces, which do not interfere with each other because the PID namespace hides all processes that are running on

a system except those that are running in the current containers. If attackers cannot see the other processes, it would be very difficult to initiate

the attack process as the attackers cannot easily strike or trace them. In addition, tasks in different namespaces can have the same IDs. That is the

reason that the PID namespace is also the major factor for the migration of containers among hosts. A task is not required to change its PID while

migrating from a containers in one host to another host.

The filesystem isolation is also managed in the similar manner where Mount namespace is used. Containers use the Mount namespace, also called

the filesystem namespace, to isolate the filesystem hierarchy associated with different containers. The Mount namespace provides the processes of
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each containers a different view of the filesystem tree and restricts all the mount events occurring inside the containers.41 Specifically, the threats

from compromised containers to the host OS through filesystem can be removed by revoking the write permissions from the containers or not

allowing any process of a containers to remount that filesystem in other containers.

Network namespace will isolate network-related system resources so that every network namespace has its own IP addresses, IP routing tables,

network devices, and ports. Network isolation is necessary in the containers. For example, with the absence of network isolation, if two different

containers all want to run the same web application, and they all need to use port 80 from the same host, then there will be a conflict. Network

namespace can also be used to defend network-based attacks in the containers, such as ARP spoofing. Of course, the existing protection is not

enough to cover more complicated patterns of network attacks, and we discuss it in the section as follows.

The IPC namespace provides isolation for various inter-process communication (IPC) mechanisms, namely, semaphore, message queues, and

shared memory segments. The processes running in containers must be restricted so that they can communicate only via a certain set of IPC

resources. Docker assigns an IPC namespace to each containers, which prevents processes to interfere with others in different containers because

processes in an IPC namespace cannot read or write the IPC resources in other IPC namespace.

The UTS namespace ensures that different containers can view and change hostnames specifically assigned to them. UTS namespace provides

the isolation of the host name and domain name, so that each containers can have independent host name and domain name. In other words, any

containers can be regarded as an independent node in the network, rather than a process on host,38 which prevents a necessary level of attack

isolation.

The second type of containers resource isolation is cgroups, which is part of kernel subsystem and provides a fine-grained control over sharing

of resources like CPU, memory, and group of processes. In multi-tenant systems, Denial of Service is the most common. Cgroups can be used to

mitigate it by controlling the amount of resources that any Docker containers can use. Therefore, a Distributed Denial of Service attack42 cannot

deplete other containers resources.

For device isolations, it is essential to protect device drivers from those malicious containers. The solution provided in cgroups is Device Whitelist

Controller, which could be used to control the devices used by containers. By default, containers do not give any device privileges to its containers.

Therefore, attackers cannot access any device. Furthermore, containers takes advantage of the special cgroups that allows users to specify which

device nodes can be used within the containers. It blocks the processes from creating and using device nodes that could be used to attack the host.

4.2 Compare containers with VMs

Although containers can be flexible as they do not include guest OS compared with VMs, it is not straightforward to determine which one is bet-

ter in terms of security performance.43 The differences in the architecture design bring some benefits to containers-based virtualization over

hypervisor-based virtualization (VMs). First, containers-based virtualization can provide higher density of deployable contents in the virtual envi-

ronments. Since a containers does not include an entire OS, the size and the required resources to run an application in a containers are less than

that in a VM running the same application. As a result, containers has more deployable capacity than traditional virtual machines. However, VM

supported by hypervisor-based virtualization techniques claims to be more secure than containers as they add an extra layer of isolation among

applications in the host. An application running inside a VM is only able to communicate with the VM kernel, not the host kernel. Consequently, in

order for an attack on an application to escalate out of a VM, it must bypass the VM kernel and the hypervisor before it can attack the host kernel. On

the other hand, containers can directly communicate with the host kernel, which allows an attacker to save a great amount of effort when breaking

into the host system.41 Containers are also featured with process isolation, network isolation, filesystem isolation, device isolation, and limitation of

resources38 to avoid such attacks from the malicious containers. However, Gupta44 provided a brief overview about comparisons between security

of containers and VMs and concludes that Docker isolates many aspects of the underlying host, but the separation is not as strong as that of VM.

As aforementioned, containers have a bigger attack surface since containers can directly communicate with the host kernel, which can be over-

come by placing containers inside virtual machines. The ideal situation would be to have few VMs installed on physical machine and then have many

instances of containers running on these VMs, so public cloud providers can offer containers that start inside virtual machines to protect their data

center assets against external attacks.45 However, Bacis et al35 found out that installing Docker directly inside a virtual machine is not the right

solution as it only creates a more complicated system, which will add more attack surface.

4.3 Containers vulnerability

There are two main categories of adversaries in containers: direct and indirect.46 Direct adversaries target the core services inside

containers, and they can destroy or modify the network and system files. Locally or remotely, direct adversaries could attack several system com-

ponents. For example, attackers can gain root privileges in a related containers from an Internet-facing containers service. Then, from the attacked

containers, they can make an attack to other containers running on the same host operating system and gain access to critical host operating

system files.
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Indirect adversaries have the same capabilities as direct ones, but they target the containers ecosystem, such as the code and images repositories,

to reach the software environment. The containers attack surface contains the whole deployment tool chain. The deployment tool chain includes

image conception, image distribution process, automated builds, image signature, host configuration, and third-party components. In addition, the

source of vulnerabilities in image distribution is the containers hub (eg, Docker Hub) and other registries in the containers ecosystem. Moreover,

the setup of the containers images distribution adds several external steps, which increase the global attack surface.

There are some effective namespace-based protection mechanisms. Jian and Chen47 proposed a method of inspecting containers namespace

status to defend the exploitation of kernel vulnerability by malicious users. For instance, once the hacked program in the containers launches an

effective escape attack and then it can gain root privilege of the host, which will affect the reliability of other containers or the entire system. The

escaped process will spawn a command shell to obtain full control. The detection program proposed from the work of the aforementioned author47

runs on user layer of the host system, mainly to detect escape behaviors by comparing the namespace status in each containers. In another case,

Gao et al48 presented a power-based namespace method for detecting information leakage on a multi-tenancy containers cloud service. Gao et al48

first found out that the information leakage is mainly due to the incomplete implementation of system resource isolation mechanisms in the Linux

kernel, and then it proposes the power-based namespace approach, which is able to record and monitor the power usage per containers. With power

usage statistics for each containers, the proposed method can dynamically restrict the computing power of containers that have exceeded their

predefined power thresholds, which achieve effective resource isolation.

SELinux (Security-Enhanced Linux)36 is a widely used security module for Linux and its support for security policy modules has already proved to

be a significant enhancement in the industry. Bacis et al36 proposed an extension to the format of a containers file (ie, Dockerfile) to bind a specific

SELinux policy module with the containers images, which enhances the security of containers. Bacis et al36 also found out that the major threat

of containers is mainly from compromised or malicious programs attacking other containers that are running on the same host. The adaptation of

SELinux policy modules into protecting containers security allows the specification of SELinux domains for different containers' images, leading to

an increase of security in containers.

There are also several security issues in the containers network. Bui41 presented that the problem with containers was related to its default net-

working model. The virtual Ethernet bridge, which containers use as its default networking model, is vulnerable to ARP spoofing and MAC flooding

attacks since it does not provide any filter on the network traffic passing through the bridge. However, this problem can be solved if the administrator

manually adds filtering, to the bridge, or changes the networking connectivity to a more secure one, such as virtual network. It is also worth high-

lighting that, if the operator runs a containers as “privileged”, container is able to grant full access permissions of the host operating system, which

is nearly the same as that of processes running natively on the host system. Therefore, it is more secure to operate containers as “non-privileged.”

Some researchers propose the idea of balanced security in containers. Manu et al49 attempted to provide unified privacy and multilateral secu-

rity architecture for cloud services stack. In their proposed prototype, they define various configurations, which can be used to achieve layered

multilateral balanced security in containers implementation and balance the security concerns from vendors as well as from consumers. In order to

provide security to containers running in data center, both customers and vendors need to keep continuous vigilance with multilateral monitoring

and access. The security responsibility is shared with cloud stakeholders involving all the clustered cloud service customers and vendors. Certain

major security implementation can be undertaken jointly by both stake holders. Continuous monitoring and verification are used to prevent MAC

spoofing and IP spoofing on the containers.

Security issues also arise in multi-user environments. Since multiple users have the permission to deploy containers, and thereby are able to run

potentially malicious program that is hidden inside a publicly available containers' image.45 The multi-tenancy model has at least created two new

security issues. First, shared resources (eg, hard disk, data, and VM) on the same physical machine are exposed not only to normal resource requests

but also to malicious attacks. Second, the issue of multi-tenancy sharing will severely damage the reputation of genuine tenants who share the

computing resources with malicious tenants. Since all the tenants may share the same network address, any malicious conduct will be attributed to

all the users belonging to the same network address thus impacting the resource access for legitimate users.50

4.4 Pros and cons of solutions

A few existing solutions focus on the vulnerability issue inside containers' kernel. The work of Jian and Chen47 is mainly to detect escape attack

behaviors by comparing the namespaces status in each containers. Escape attack is exploiting a kernel vulnerability to penetrate through the host

and thus attack other containers. The proposed method in the work of the aformentioned author47 is simple and effective for escape attack.

However, it is not applicable for other potential threats such as DoS attack. Gao et al48 proposes to introduce more security features, such as

implementing more namespaces and control groups. However, some system resources are still difficult to be partitioned. The proposed version of

containers implementation is no different from a virtual machine, and thus loses all the containers' advantages. Bacis et al36 presents a method

that adds a SELinux policy module for Docker to enhance security because SELinux is a sound security subsystem of Linux, but it can be only

applied to essential kernel vulnerability, such as information leakage. Manu et al49 presents a notion of balanced security in containers that

the security responsibility is shared among cloud stakeholders involving all the clustered cloud service users and vendors, though there are no
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TABLE 2 Pros and Cons of containers solutions

Pros Cons

Jian and Chen47 Detect escape attack behaviors by It is not applicable for other

comparing the namespaces status potential threats.

in each containers.

Gao et al48 Implement more namespaces and It is no different from the solutions

control groups to isolate resource. based on virtual machine and loses

all the containers' advantages.

Bacis et al36 Add a SELinux policy module It is only applied to essential

to enhance security. kernel vulnerability.

Manu et al49 The security responsibility is shared Sharing security responsibility is

among cloud stakeholders. difficult to balance.

actual targeted solutions and sharing security responsibility is difficult to balance. We list the pros and cons of existing containers solutions

in Table 2.

5 SECURITY ISSUES OF DATA

Microservices needs more complex communication because of its fined-granularity. Therefore, there is not only a risk that message data could

be intercepted but also the threat that competitors might be able to infer business operations from message data.51 Since Microservices is often

deployed into cloud environments, Microservices also suffers from privacy issues in addition to message transfer and cloud consumers also have

the concern that their stored information could be compromised or used inappropriately. Microservices is deployed in many distributed containers,

so the customers could be more suspicious to their private information.52 How to prevent transmitted messages from leaking remains a serious

challenge.

More likely, data security is to detect security vulnerability inside the services themselves and detect malicious operations. To ensure data con-

fidentiality, integrity, and availability, the Microservices provider must offer minimum data security capabilities including an encryption schema

to protect all data in the shared storage environment, stringent access controls to prevent unauthorized access to the data, and safe storage for

scheduled backup data.

In this section, first, we introduce some methods for data encryption. Next, we walk through several other data protection methods.

5.1 Data encryption

With the increasing popularity of Microservices-based fog applications deployed to cloud environment, privacy, and confidentiality are gaining more

focus and priority. Tenants accessing Microservices-based fog applications (eg, an individual, a business, a government agency, or any other entities)

want to make sure their private data are secured.

Typically, cryptographic methods can be categorized to be symmetric or asymmetric.53 The symmetric cryptography is simple in that a symmet-

ric key is used to encrypt data, which can be decrypted in the same way. In comparison, in asymmetric cryptography, data is encrypted with a given

public key and can only be decrypted with a corresponding private key. Generally, public keys are distributed to all parties interested in the data com-

munication, while private keys are held securely by the message senders. To protect data in Microservices-based applications, a common practice

is to use an efficient symmetric key to encrypt the tenant's critical data. To add another layer of security, a public or private key pair can be used to

encrypt and decrypt the symmetric key. With this approach, three keys are created for each tenant as part of the provisioning process: a symmetric

key and an asymmetric key pair consisting of a public key and a private key.54,55 Using encryption to protect data is especially important in situations

involving mission critical data or with high level concerns for the data privacy, or when multiple tenants share the same set of database tables (as in

Software as a Service Cloud Model).

As a general rule, the longer the encryption key is, the more secure the encrypted data will be. As a result, the process of encryption and decryption

requires more performance overhead. To protect data using encryption, we need to consider the usage scenario and sensitivity of various data in

Microservices data models when making decisions which encryption algorithms to be used to keep a good balance between overhead performance

and required data provenance protection. For sensitive information, data security might be the most important so that the most secure encryption

algorithm shall be adopted, which inevitably would compromise certain system performance. For frequently transmitted and common data, which

can have some security compromise, more efficient encryption methods can be used to ensure Microservices performance.

There are also a few works proposed to use data auditing protocols to complement data encryptions. Shah et al55 argued that third-party audit-

ing is important because it allows customers to evaluate risks and increase the efficiency of insurance-based risk mitigations for data privacy.
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Approaches for supporting both internal and external auditing of online storage services are proposed as well. The purpose of the audit is to monitor

the server and the network, record the usage of the system, and discover violation of the security policies. The network auditing system records the

user's behavior in detail, and some systems can immediately report to the administrators about suspicious events. Wang et al56 proposed that data

encryption is only complementary to the privacy-preserving public auditing scheme. Without properly designed auditing protocols, data cannot be

prevented from being leaked to external parties using encryptions alone.

Some argue that, for enterprise-level cloud services, encryption systems should offer additional high performance, full delegation, and scalabil-

ity along with fine-grained access control. Unauthorized data leakage still remains a problem due to the potential exposure of encryption keys. To

address this problem, one alternative is to combine the homomorphic authentication with random masking such that third-party authenticator no

longer has all the necessary information to derive the owner's data content.57

5.2 Data provenance protection

In data security, the protection of data source is also very important. Data source protection is a defense against malicious operators tampering the

primary data. However, services inside the Microservices-based fog applications may originate from different vendors across multiple organizations,

which raises a potential threat in the protection of data source and increases more attacked surface.

The data source is required to be determined if it is verifiable or trustworthy and how to protect against tampering attempts. Therefore, each

data source should have a reputation degree associated with itself. This would give data consumers a way to determine the trustworthiness degree

of the data prior to using it in their computations.58

Callegati59 presented four aspects to protect the data source. First, proposing a data source management system with verifiability, accountability

and reproducibility. Verifiability refers that the management system shall be able to verify the actors (or services) involved with the operations on

the data source. Accountability refers that the management system shall be able to hold an actor (or service) accountable for its actions in the data

source. Reproducibility means that the management system shall be able to reproduce a process on the data source. Second, creating a private and

public key system for data stream certification. Third, using a provenance verification approach based on cryptography to ensure data properties

and integrity for data source hosts. Fourth, combining data metadata propagation with key distribution propagation management to guarantee

credibility of the data source management system.

Subashini and Kavitha60 proposed that Vendor must adopt additional security checks to ensure data source security and prevent security vulner-

abilities in the application. All sensitive enterprise data should be regularly backed up in a safe place to facilitate quick recovery in case of disasters.

Strong encryption schemes are also required to protect the backup data.

5.3 Pros and cons of data security approaches

Encryption is a widely used method to ensure security and privacy of the data in Microservices communication. However, it has some weakness.

For instance, Somani et al61 has tried to evaluate cloud storage methodology and data security by the implementation of RSA algorithm. RSA61 is

currently one of the most widely used public key cryptographic algorithms, which can resist many password attacks known so far, and has been

recommended by International Standard Organization as the public key data encryption standard. RSA encryption arithmetic is of high strength

and asymmetric encryption. Although the length of RSA key is very long and is very difficult to break, decryption could potentially take a very long

time, which would reduce system performance and efficiency.

There are many other existing encryption techniques widely used to protect data in the cloud environment.62-71 Agarwal et al63 proposes a data

encryption service in a cloud computing environment and provides a centralized framework for effectively managing the data encryption require-

ments of various applications. Cheung et al64 proposes a mechanism for managing credentials on an electronic device and providing encryption

and decryption services for the electronic device comprising a mobile communication device, which is configured with a data encryption service

application and an associated secure data repository. The data encryption service application is configured to encrypt or decrypt data and option-

ally digitally sign the encrypted file. And the encrypted file is contained in a sandbox environment associated with the data encryption service

application. We list the pros and cons of existing data solutions in Table 3.

6 SECURITY ISSUES OF PERMISSION

Microservices is generally deployed in distributed computing environment, which can cause some security issues mainly due to the use of inef-

fective access control mechanisms.72 In this section, we talk about the security issues of permission in Microservices such as authentication and

authorization.
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TABLE 3 Pros and cons of data solutions

Pros Cons

Somani et al61 Adopt RSA algorithm that makes It will take very long time to

encrypted data very difficult to break. encrypt and decrypt data.

Agarwal et al63 Propose a data encryption service The communication between services will

for effectively managing the be more complex and the encryption service

data encryption requirements. requires non-trivial hardware devices.

Cheung et al64 Propose a mechanism for managing There should be measures to guarantee

credentials on an electronic device. the security of electronic device first.

6.1 Authentication and Authorization

Microservices architecture should verify the authenticity of every service because if a single service is controlled by an attacker, the service may

maliciously influence other services. Furthermore, when a service receives a message, it needs to find out whether the message is spurious and

whether the source service has valid authority. Gegick and Barnum73 proposed that only the minimum necessary rights should be assigned to a

subject that requests access to a resource and should be in effect for the shortest duration necessary. Granting permissions to a user beyond the

scope of the necessary rights can allow that user to obtain or change information in improper ways. Therefore, careful delegation of access rights

can limit attackers from damaging a system.

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)74 is quite a popular authorization protocol used in SaaS applications. The use of LDAP, a service

that stores relatively static authorization information, is suitable for Once Records, Multiple Reads scenarios. In terms of data structure, LDAP is a tree

structure that can effectively and clearly describe an organization's structural information. LDAP simplifies the DAP (Directory Access Protocol),

in order to provide a lightweight one based on TCP/IP network and reduce the management maintenance costs. LDAP applications can easily add,

modify, query, and delete user directory information.

There are some methods to ensure the security through permission. Targeting at shared resources inside organizations, it is argued that autho-

rization policies should be built in a hierarchy way to be scalable, flexible, and expressible. To address the issues of access control, Grid Security

Infrastructure (GSI)75 is widely used. GSI includes private key protection and communication encryption. Compared with traditional authoriza-

tion systems, Community Authorization Service (CAS) model76 can provide mechanisms for distributed administration that are critical for solving

the issues of scalability and flexibility. The CAS model allows resource providers to delegate some of the authority for maintaining fine-grained

access control policies to communities, while still maintaining ultimate control over their resources. Patanjali et al14 described a novel modular and

Microservices-based design architecture for developing a dynamic rating, charging, and billing for cloud service providers with emphasis to the vali-

dation of the architecture. Security for each Microservices is guaranteed through the integration of OAuth. OAuth77 is also a popular authorization

protocol and a common way to protect Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs from unauthorized access. With OAuth, an authorization server

issues access tokens to trusted client applications, which can then access the API on behalf of the end user. Additionally, the extension of OpenID

Connect is used. OpenID Connect is an authentication layer on top of OAuth that also allows services to read basic user information.

Thanh78 introduced an approach allowing cloud application developers and service providers to consider permission security requirements

across the application lifecycle. The approach is to use a Microservices-based DevOps79 framework that utilizes a few emerging technologies includ-

ing Network Functions Virtualization. A remote patient monitoring scenario is implemented in which vital health parameters (eg, heart rate) of

patients are securely collected, stored on the cloud, and accessed at real time through a set of APIs. The proposed framework has two significant

security benefits. One is virtualized security functions/services that the framework enables users to select and integrate multi-vendor security solu-

tions to secure the applications. To secure access at the network layer, the OpenStack Firewall as a Service (FWaaS) extension is used. The FWaaS

enables users to apply different access control policies on network traffic entering and leaving the application network. To provide token-based

authorization for API accesses, two security standards are included: OAuth version 2 and Attribute-based Access Control (ABAC). The primary goal

of ABAC as an access control model is to fulfill the requirements of highly heterogeneous environments such as multi-cloud environment. Another

benefit is centralized security management and orchestration that the framework allows its application to be configured and protected effectively

according to consistent policies as well as to support a set of automated mechanisms.

6.2 Pros and cons of solutions

Li et al77 presents a Microservices architecture using OAuth to guarantee the security of permission. The goal of OAuth is to authorize third parties

to access user resources in a controlled manner. In OAuth, the website actually gets the access to user account and confirms user identity, which

introduces safety issue because the website gets access to user's unique identity at the same time accessing a provisional key of user's account. By

default, the authorization method of OAuth can only read user's public information (not including E-mail addresses). If the website needs to get more

advanced permission, it needs to make a clear statement and requires the user's consent. But some websites use OAuth as a default authorization
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tool, which will by default to grant OAuthor more advanced authorizations that would leak out users' information while users are entirely negligence

of this information breach. Cheung et al64 presents a Microservices-based framework that adopts OAuth version 2 that fixes some security flaws

of OAuth. OAuth version 2 adopts HTTPS protocol and uses simpler the authorization verification process, but the issues discussed above remain.

7 SECURITY ISSUES OF NETWORK

With the development of the Internet, there are many illegal visits, malicious attacks and other network issues that have affected the interests of

enterprises and individuals.80 Thus, network security gradually becomes an important issue that we cannot ignore. To improve the network security,

various solutions have been introduced.81-85 In addition, network security is critical in Microservices because there is more frequent communication

among services. Once a network attack has caused a delay or outage of a node, the entire Microservices framework would be paralyzed. Only secure

networks can ensure secure services communication. In this section, we talk about network threats and corresponding effective solutions.

7.1 Traditional network threats

In the domain of network security, traditional typical threats mainly include Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) spoofing,86 Man in the Middle

(MITM),87 and Denial of Service (DoS).88 ARP is a TCP/IP protocol that gets physical addresses from IP addresses. When a host sends a message to

a targeted host, an ARP request containing the target IP address is broadcasted to other hosts in the network. Then, the host will receive the return

message containing the physical address of the target host. When the return message is received, the target IP address and physical address are

stored in the native ARP cache and retained a certain amount of time, which will save resources in the next request. ARP spoofing involves construct-

ing forged target physical address of ARP replies. By sending forged ARP replies, the host could not communicate with the target host correctly.

Some solutions have been proposed to handle the ARP spoofing. For instance, Abad and Bonilla89 have outlined some requirements of an ideal ARP

solution. First, the ideal solution should not require changes to be made to every host on the network, as this increases the administrative costs.

Second, the performance of ARP request/replies should not be slowed down significantly. Therefore, the use of cryptographic techniques should be

minimized or avoided. Third, the ideal solution should be widely available and easy to implement. Forth, costly hardware requirements should be

minimized as much as possible. Fifth, the ideal solution should be backward compatible with ARP. Sixth, all types of ARP attacks should be blocked.

In brief, the MITM attack is to intercept normal network communication data and manipulate it when the two sides of the communication are

unaware of it.90 Haataja and Toivanen87 proposed two new MITM attacks on Bluetooth Secure Simple Pairing (SSP). The attacks are based on the

forged information during the input/output process and aim at the weakest spot. There are many solutions directed to MITM attack. Meyer and

Wetzel91 presented a solution for MITM attack on the Universal Mobile Telecommunication Standard (UMTS).92 The UMTS defines the network

authentication that depends on both the validity of the authentication token and the integrity protection of the security mode command. Nam et al93

proposed an enhanced version of ARP to prevent ARP-based MITM attacks. The proposed mechanism is based on the following concept. When a

node knows the correct MAC address of a given IP address and it retains the mapping while the machine is alive, then MITM attack is impossible

for that IP address. In order to prevent MITM attacks of a new IP address, a voting-based resolution mechanism is proposed. The proposed scheme

is backward compatible with existing ARP. Alicherry and Keromytis94 developed a scalable solution named Double Check as SSH and Firefox exten-

sions to prevent MITM attacks. The solution is achieved by retrieving the certificate from a remote host using multiple alternate paths. The scheme

does not require any new infrastructure. Hence, its solution is easy to deploy in practice and does not introduce any privacy concerns. Joshi et al95

proposed and implemented a novel approach to solve MITM over Secure Sockets Layer (SSL),96 which hashes the user information with the public

key of the server's digital certificate. This approach could prevent the MITM attack because once MITM attack tampers the user information, the

hash would be changed, thus easily detected.

DoS attack is a network attack method that is commonly used to disable servers or networks. To be specific, DoS attack intentionally exploits

the flaw of network protocol or depletes the object resources with the aim to render the target servers or network stop responding to users or

simply collapse. DoS itself has been well studied in the past decades including but not limited to the works of Boraten and Kodi97 and Khan et al.98

Chang99 first described various Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack methods and presented a systematic review and evaluation of the

existing defense mechanisms. A longer-term solution named Internet-firewall approach is discussed, which attempts to intercept attack packets in

the Internet before reaching the victims. Besides, Hussain et al100 introduced a framework for classifying DoS attacks based on header content,

transient ramp-up behavior, and spectral analysis. In addition to helping understand attack patterns, classification mechanisms are important for

the development of realistic models to detect and classify DoS attacks. The classification work can be packaged inside an automated tool to help

generating rapid response to DoS attacks, and the tool can also be used to estimate the level of DoS severity.

There are also some promising solutions proposed. Gerlach and Lebert101 discusses a simple and effective method using operationally-based

thresholds to prohibit DoS attacks. anderson et al102 proposed an approach to prevent and constrain DoS attacks that senders must first obtain per-

mission from the destination receiver. A receiver provides tokens or capabilities to those senders to grant communication permission. The senders
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then include these tokens in traffic packets. This enables verification points distributed around the network to check traffic that has been certified

as legitimate in both endpoints and the path and to clearly discard unauthorized traffic packages.

7.2 Other network issues

In general, securing monolithic services are relatively easier than securing Microservices.103 Monolithic services have a clear boundary and the

communication is internal and thus encapsulated. Whereas in a Microservices-based fog system, any function completion may require the commu-

nication among multiple Microservices over the deployed fog network. This will expose more data and information or endpoints of the system thus

expanding the attack surface. The secure services communication will not achieve without the network protection.104-109

Underlying infrastructure also plays a vital role to impact the security of Microservices-based fog architecture. Newly emerging networking

paradigms such as Software Defined Network (SDN) delivers advantageous features such as flexibility and efficiency to cloud management. How-

ever, SDN also introduces new threats that did not exist before and were harder to exploit in traditional networks, which potentially makes network

penetration easier. One of the main threats to SDN is the authentication and authorization of network applications. Controller modules must

undergo series of tests and verification to make sure that they are reliable and suitable to use in a production environment. However, it is difficult

to guarantee the reliability and trustworthiness of a third-party application. The controller modules are centralized and have full information of the

network under control. So if a malicious application takes over the controller, the result can lead to different types of attacks. Then, the consequences

are severe and have impact on the entire Microservices architecture. Therefore, trust violation is a main threat and resides between the controller

and the applications. SDN networks are designed with policies that explicitly allow network applications to apply changes in the network, but no

formal verification technique or semantics to evaluate the trustworthiness of these applications. Malicious applications can abuse these privileges

and harm network operations.

In view of the security issues of SDN aforementioned, Aliyu et al15 proposed a framework that helps the control layer in SDN to authenticate

network applications and set authorization permissions to restrict manipulation of network resources. The proposed framework has five modules.

First, when an application initiates a request to implement network changes via the control plane, the Authentication module checks the authenticity

of the application by consulting the data store in a Trust Database. Second, the Authorization module queries the Trust database where permissions

are stored to assign privileges to applications. Third, the Trust Database module stores authentication and authorization information. Fourth, the

Policy Database module defines the implementation of the global network policy. Fifth, the Monitoring and Evaluation module review and evaluate

periodically the relationship that exists between controller and the network applications. The five modules are proved to be effective to improve

the security and reliability of the control layer in SDN.

Except SDN security issues, Sun et al110 considered two other network security issues. First, the network complexity introduced by the large num-

ber of Microservices greatly increases the difficulty in monitoring the security of the entire application. Second, compromise of a single Microservice

may bring down the entire application. The authors propose a design named Security-as-a-Service for Microservices-based cloud applications. By

adding a new API FlowTap110 for the network hypervisor, the authors build a flexible monitoring and policy enforcement infrastructure for network

traffic to secure cloud applications. FlowTap is a contract established between Microservices-based application and cloud infrastructure regarding

how to deliver network events. The FlowTap is designed to be an API that can be invoked by cloud applications. To support monitoring policies at

a higher level of abstraction, the authors provide a FlowTap compiler, FTC. This compiler translates a given set of high level security policies usually

provided by the application to a sequence of FlowTap API calls necessary to implement the security policies. The compiler is designed to generate

FlowTrap calls according to the network monitoring strategy chosen by the administrator, which can maximize the efficiency of the system while

preserving the specified security levels.

7.3 Pros and Cons of solutions

Although there is still no perfect solution to defend all the Microservices related network issues, some approaches could effectively mitigate

them. Aliyu et al15 proposes a trust framework that is designed to address a vulnerability in the SDN architecture that exists between the con-

troller and the network applications. The SDN paradigm supports ;party application deployment, so it is affected by the problem of trust within

Microservices-based fog applications. Breach of trust can result in different types of attacks and serious consequences that affect the entire

Microservices-based fog system operation. The framework introduces modules to verify the authenticity of network applications and to assign

privileges. However, the proposed framework needs to query permission information from the Trust database twice when authentication or autho-

rization is requested. Due to the frequent communication among Microservices, the overhead of required permission query will increase the

complexity of the system. And if the corresponding database table has a large amount of records data, this permission query will cause delay for the

system. In addition, Sun et al110 presents FlowTap, an API for the cloud infrastructure that enables it to support fine-grained virtual network moni-

toring. FlowTap establishes monitoring relationships between Microservices and security monitors and allows security monitors to execute policies

on the network traffic. FlowTap is flexible enough to support various monitoring scenarios and strategies with minimal overhead. By using FlowTap,
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TABLE 4 Pros and cons of network solutions

Pros Cons

Aliyu et al15 It's easy to verify the authenticity The overhead of required permission

of third-party application in the query will increase the complexity

Trust database. of the system.

Sun et al110 Propose an API to support fine It also needs other defensive measures

grain virtual network monitoring. to deal with network attacks.

cloud vendors can provide security as a service for cloud applications based on microservice architecture. Although the proposed solution is help-

ful for network monitoring, companies also have to take other defensive measures to deal with network attacks when there is discovering some

malicious attackers. We list the pros and cons of existing networks solutions in Table 4.

8 AN IDEAL SOLUTION

Considering the security complexity introduced by Microservice-based application, a more thorough and integrated security mechanism is required.

The ideal solution could integrate some security solutions into multiple layer system111 that can prevent a single point of failure to compromise

the security of the entire Microservices-based fog application. Other than the integrated security solution, Gegick and Barnum52 presented the

notion of Reluctance to Trust and the notion of Never Assuming That Your Secrets Are Safe.112 The authors proposed that developers should assume

that the environment where their system resides is insecure and shall minimize the trust dependency on other applications, which can potentially

increase the security of their applications. In addition, attackers are more likely to attack the weakest spot in a software system than to penetrate a

well-secured component.113 For example, some cryptographic algorithms can take more procedures to break, so attackers would not likely attack

encrypted communication data. Instead, the endpoints of communication may be much easier to attack. So for the ideal solution, weak links in

the system should be mitigated as much as possible. In addition, since Microservices-based fog application heavily relies on HTTP request, secure

message delivery process should also be enforced (eg, HTTPS).114

In this section, we are going to present the ideal solution to deal with the service communication of Microservices from four aspects. The whole

ideal solution of service communication in Microservices architecture is shown in Figure 3. Containers adopt SELinux in the VMs to ensure the con-

tainers security. Mixed encryption algorithms for data and monitoring systems are used to ensure the data security at runtime. Adopting Spring Cloud

Security framework115 ensures the security of authentication and authorization. For network protection, we adopt SDN-based security monitors to

deal with network attacks. We will describe each aspect in detail in the following sections.

FIGURE 3 An ideal solution of service delivery in Microservices architecture
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8.1 Container security

As shown in Figure 3, installing VMs on physical machine and running many instances of containers on VMs could be a reasonable solution. Although

the solution may increase some complexity of the whole software architecture, it could overcome the containers vulnerability that containers can

directly communicate with the host kernel. In this case, even if there is a malicious containers trying to attack the host system, it must bypass both

the VM kernel and the hypervisor, which provides a first line of defense. Moreover, the mechanism of namespaces and cgroups in containers also

provides effective isolation for almost all resource, such as process, filesystem, device, and network, which provides the second line of defense. But

the isolation capability of containers is not enough. Therefore, users need to take more additional security measures. For example, users should

assess the security levels per application scenario and implement monitoring, fault tolerance, and other necessary mechanisms to guarantee the

security and stability of the kernel system. In terms of mandatory access control, SELinux is the ideal security subsystem for Linux. In its access

control system, the process can only access the files that are required for its tasks. SELinux defines the access permissions for each user in the system,

process, application, and file. It also uses a security policy to control the interaction among these entities. The security policy specifies how tightly

or loosely the interaction can be. The SELinux module can be integrated into containers, which is the last line defense for containers. So with these

three layered defenses, the containers security issues of Microservices-based fog applications could be largely mitigated.

8.2 Data security

As shown in Figure 3, the ideal solution for the data protection could adopt the mixed encryption mechanism that utilizes shared key and public

key encryption. To be specific, we advise using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)116 and RSA encryption algorithm61 as the shared key encryp-

tion and public key encryption scheme, respectively. AES encryption algorithm is the current international standard of shared key encryption.

AES encryption algorithm has the advantages of short key establishment time, good sensitivity and low memory requirements. RSA encryption

algorithm is one of widely-used public key encryption algorithms, which is very hard for cryptanalysis. Although the public key encryption has higher

security assurance than the shared key encryption, its performance is worse. Therefore, we suggest to combine the advantages of two encryption

methods together to protect the communication data security. As shown in Figure 4, first, we utilize the public key encryption method to exchange

the shared keys, which will be used by shared key encryption later. Because the method of public key encryption is safer, we add an additional

layer of protection to the shared key, so that the shared key could not be intercepted by the attackers. We also use a certificate authentication

mechanism for public keys to ensure the correctness of the shared key. Then, we use the private key to decrypt the encrypted shared key and use

FIGURE 4 The ideal secure data communication process
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shared key encryption method in the latter communication, which will ensure higher communication efficiency. So in this way, there is a double

layer protection of data and it has less impact on communication efficiency. Once the data is intercepted during the communication, it is almost

impossible to decipher the original communication data without obtaining a shared key. To protect the heterogeneous data source security in the

Microservices architecture, we propose a supervisory system to monitor whether the data source is attacked or destroyed. In order to prevent data

corruption or loss, we also need to regularly backup important data securely. The detailed steps of our proposed security communication are listed

as follows.

Step 1: The source Microservices sends the Source Hello message to start communication.

Step 2: The target Microservices responds the Target Hello message to the source Microservices when receiving the Source Hello message.

Step 3: The target Microservices sends the Certificate message, which contains public key encryption certificate and the public key. The source

Microservices can use the certificate to verify the correctness of the target Microservices public key.

Step 4: The source Microservices responds the Source Key Exchange message that contains the encryption key for the shared key, which is encrypted

by the public key of target Microservices.

Step 5: The source Microservices sends the Source Change Cipher message. The message would notify the target Microservices that it will use the

shared key encryption in the latter communication.

Step 6: The target Microservices uses the private key corresponding to the previous public key to decrypt the encrypted shared key and send the

Target Change Cipher message to agree to use the shared key.

Step 7: The source Microservices starts secure communication as they send application data.

Step 8: The target Microservices responds with the application data.

Step 9: In the end, the source Microservices sends the Close Notify message to close the connection.

8.3 Permission security

The small scale application can use the HTTP digest authentication mechanism that supports the insertion of user defined encryption algorithm,

which can take further improvement for the security of APIs. The aforementioned method that utilizes the public key encryption to exchange

information is also a digital authentication, which can verify whether the other side has the correct private key.

To secure permission, we can utilize HTTP digest authentication or the previously proposed public and private combined key encryption to pro-

tect digital authentication and authorization for the Microservices-based fog applications. Another option is to integrate OAuth 2 with Spring Cloud

Security framework.115 As shown in Figure 3, we think Spring Cloud Security is an ideal solution for permission security. Spring Cloud Security frame-

work provides secure access control capabilities for the application. The framework provides several filters that can intercept requests and pass

those requests to authentication and access control manager to guarantee security. It encapsulates some complex security configurations and sup-

ports a set of distributed system development framework for fundamental deployment and maintenance. It can be further improved to support

Microservices-based fog application. OAuth 2 is a popular authentication mechanism, which fixes the security flaws of OAuth 1. In a nutshell, when

we need to log on to an application, we can use a third-party application account to gain authorization through OAuth 2. OAuth 2 protects the

account security of third-party application so that the crucial information could not be captured by other applications using the OAuthor user

account. With OAuthor 2 integrated, Spring Cloud Security could protect the sensitive information of users to prevent user password from leak-

ing. The authorization mechanism after authentication usually depends on the user role with the corresponding permission. Spring Cloud Security

achieves a fine-grained authorization in that every authorized user has its corresponding permission scope.

8.4 Network security

As shown in Figure 3, we adopt some measures against traditional network security issues and SDN technology to protect network security. For

traditional network attacks (eg, DOS attack and MITM attack), we summarize corresponding defensive measures against traditional network secu-

rity issues that can be solved by signature-based, automata-based, or simulation-based methods,105,106,108,109,117-121 which we will skip details for

brevity. However, there is still no perfect solution to address all the network security issues, some approaches are still needed to effectively mitigate

them. For example, to mitigate the influence of DoS attack, adding validation or filtering out some network IP segments when visits reach a specific

threshold may be a valid solution. The ARP spoofing is mainly caused by the forged MAC address in the local area network (LAN). Therefore, we can

manually add IP/MAC address to the static ARP list to defend it. Even if there is a forged MAC address in the LAN, the computer will not be attacked

by the ARP spoofing. We can limit the network segments and ports of the firewall in the LAN to filter and defend most network attack. In addition,

although SDN could provide monitoring of network flow for Microservices, centralized control and openness of SDN will result in potential trust

security risks.
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9 CONCLUSION

Although there are many advantages by using Microservices architecture, there are yet many practical and potential security problems, which have

to be solved. Microservices is a relatively new software architecture so that its research is still limited in both industry and academic domain. The

security of Microservices architecture still remains the primary concern. We have described the security issues and current solutions of Microser-

vices for the service communication in four aspects: containers, data, permission, and network. Containers have vulnerability in the kernel leakage.

User and enterprise private data could be intercepted during transmission. It is necessary to verify whether the service is running normally and

whether it is compromised. Moreover, network attack and SDN security vulnerabilities also should be resolved. An ideal solution has been pro-

posed to bridge the existing security gaps. In the future, we will consider to implement an integrated solution to secure Microservices-based fog

applications with a balance among security level, application performance, and user experience.
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